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TECRNICAL NCTR NO. 1521 

INVRSl!IGATION OFTHEBLADRMCYJXCN 

THE PV-2 EZJCORTER ROTCR 

By Eugene Migotslqy 

An experimental investigation of the pP-2 helicopter rotor has been 
conducted at the Langley Laboratory of the National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics to determine the basic performan ce characteristics of a 
fully articulated.rotor. Results sre presented of the blade+notion 
observations at the 0.7~radius etatim for a limited range of flight 
conditioxls. The flapping and feathering motions of the rotor blade have 
been presented as the variation of the harmonic coefficients of these 
motions with mean pitch angle end timeed ratio for a series of rotor 
shaft-angle settings. The results have also been summarized in a conv@n- 
ient set of chsrts fram which the flapping and the feathering motions of 
such a rotor may be obtained rapidly for the range of conditions covered 
in these tests. Ib addition, the data have been compared with the blade 
motions predicted from theoretical studies. 

For the range of these tests the msgnitude of the measured flapping 
motion is small (less thsn lo) when the rotor is trimmed about a point 
on the shaft approximately l/3 radius below the flapping hinge, The 
second harmonics of the flapping moticm are very ermall, less than 0.25'. 
Both the lateral and longitudinal components of the feathering increase 
in msgnitude with tip-speed ratio and thrust coefficient. Within the 
renge of these tests, relatively large errors that were found to occur 
in determining the resultant force vector appear to give only secondsry 
errors in the determination of the bladmtion coefficients (useful 
drag-lift ratio (D/L), between 0.04 and 0.2). 

The method of calculating blade motions presented in NACA Report 
No. 716 is based on the assumption of uniform inflow across the rotor 
disk. This method was found to predict the coning angle and the longi- 
tudinal component of the equivalent flapping to an accuracy of about 0.5'. 
This method gave values of the lateral component of equivalent flapping 
about 1°.to 1.5O smaller than the experimental values,although the trends 
of the calculated curves plotted sgainst tip-speed ratio and thrust coef- 
ficient were similar. The use of an inflow that increase6 linearly from 
the front to the rear of the rotor, as calculated in NACA ARR No. L5E10, 
accounts for about one-half the difference between the data and the uniform 
inflow calculations. 
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An experimental investigation of the RV-2 helicopter rotor has been 
conducted at the Lsngley full4scal.e tunnel to determine the basic perform+ 
ante characteristics of a fully articulated rotor. The investigation was 
intended to provide large-scale data which would be used to determine the 
validity of existing theory and which would aid in making rational evalua- 
tions of proposed helicopter designs. - 

331 addition to measurementa of the rotor forces and power dnput to 
the rotor, photographic observaticns of the blade motions were made during 
these tests. Static-thrust and forwsrd-flight data were obtained, the 
latter being measured at tip-speed ratios ranging from approximately 0.1 
to 0.2. Inasmuch as vibrational. difficulties were encountered at the 
design rotor speed, it was necessary to conduct-the tests at reduced 
rotational speeds end the tests were, in effect, about two-thirds of full 
scale. 

The results of the static-thrust and forwsrd-flight force-test data, 
together with a comparison with theoretical predictions, have been pre- 
sented in reference 1. The present paper contains the results of the 
fosd-flight bladmtion observations. 

The blade-flapping and blade-feathering motions are given for the 
0.7%radius station. For a few high-tip-speed-ratio conditions, the blade 
twist was also checked. .The results are presented as the variation of 
the h armonic coefficients of the blade motions with tipspeed ratio, mean 
pitch angle, end rotor shaft+angle setting. This presentation of the 
blade-motion data is essentially the same as that of the force-test data 
in reference 1. In addition, the blade+otion coefficients are presented 
as functions of thrust coefficient and useful drelift ratio. 

A comparison is made between these data and the theoretical blade 
motions calculated by the method of reference 2, which assumes a uniform 
inflow over the rotor disk. In addition, the data are compared with 
theoretical calculations based on the nonuniform inflow of reference 3. 

SYMBOLS 

R rotor-blade radius, feet 

r blade+lement radius, feet 

b number of blades 
-. --. 

C blade chord of untapered part, feet 
. 
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n 

v 

rotor solidity bc 0 z 

angular velocity, radians per second 

forward velocity, feet per second 

tip-speed ratio ' y: a with COB a assumed equal to 1.0 \ 

ratio of axial-flow velocity to roto&blade 

air densitg, slugs per cubic foot 

mass moment of inertia of rotor blade about 

/ 

tip speed 

!J 

x 

P 

11 flaming hin@;e, 
slug-feet2 

slope of curve of lift coefficient against sngle of attack of 
blade airfoil section, radian measure 

a 

mass constant of one rotor blade Y 
. 

B tip-loss factor (blade elements outboard of BR are assumed to 
have drag but no lift) 

T rotor thrust, ponds 

thrust coefficieiat 
(P@R;~*~) 

c, 

L 

(mJ, 

rotor lift, pounds 

useful. drag--lift ratio, ratio of rotor resultant force along 
flight path to rotor lift 

equivalent flat-plate dreg area, feet ( Parasite dreg 

$P+ ) 

f square 

blade azimuth engle measured from downwind position in direc- 
tian of rotation, degrees 

L 

weight moment of blade about flapping hinge, pound-feet Mw 
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equivalent blade flapping angle; measured from plane perpendicular 
to zero-feathering axis, degrees; approximated by folldwing 
expression:. 

P = &o - al COB dr -bl sin q - a2 COB 2@ -b2 sin 2$ 

measured blade flapping angle; measured from plane perpendiculsr s 
to shaft axis, demees; approximated by following expression: 

BE = a~, - aIs COB 4' - bl, ain* - ~~2s COB 2$ - b2s sin 2@ 

: measured pitch engle of zerwlift line; measured from plane per- 
pendicular to shaft exis, degrees; approximated byjfollowing 
expression for feathering motion: 

8s = 4, + Al, COB $ -I- Bl, ah $ 

angle of attack of zero-feathering axis, acute angle between 
direction of air flow and plane perpendicular to zero-feathering 
exis, negative when inclined forward, degrees 

angle of attack of shaft axis, acute angle between direction of 
air flow and plane perpendiculsr to shaft sxis, negative vhen 
inclined forward, degrees 

rotor shaft--angle setting; angle of attack ofrotor shaft uncor- 
rected for jet-bow effect, degrees 

constant term In Fourier series that expresses P (radians); 
hence, the rotor coning angle 

coefficient-of cos'n* in expreseion for p 

coefficient of sin n@ in expression for /3 

APPARATWANDTWIB 

The PV-2 rotor tested was 25 feet in diameter snd had three blades 
constructed of wood and fabric. The blades were of NACA 0012.6 section, 
were not-twisted, end had no taper except for cut-outs at the inboerd 
end. Pertinent characteristics of the blades are given in figure 1. The 
mass characteristics of the blades were determined by weighing and swinging 
the blades. The rotor was designed to operate at a thrust coefficient 
of o .00364 (gross widght of 1000 lb at 371 rpm). 

The W-2 rotor had hinges which permitted the blades to oscillate in 
the plane of rotation (dragging) as well as normal to the plane of rotation 

(fWeDu3) l Variation of blade pitch angle was obtained by meens of a 

. 
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movable&earing mechanism; maving the bearing parallel to the shaft 
changed the mean pitch angle of the blades, and tilting the bearing with 
respect to the shaft provided cyclic variation of pitch angle with azimuth 
angle. The rotor was provided with hydraulic dampers which helped to 
damp the blade dragging motion. In addition, rubber restrainers were 
used to restrict elastically the blade flapping and blade dragging motions. 
These restrainers were relatively~soft; for example, when a blade was at 
its maximum flapping angle, the bending moment imposed on the spar was 
numerically equal to the static-weight moment of the blade. Furthermore, 
the flapping restrainers were adjusted to exert no force on the blades 
in normal hovering flight. 

A photograph of the ET-2 helicopter rotor mounted in the Langley full- 
scale tunnel is shown in figure 2. The rotor hub was located approxi- 
mately on the center line of the jet and about 20 feet from the entrance 
cone. A description of the support system, balances, and instrumentation 
relating to the measurement of forces and power is given in reference 1. 

A photographic system was used to record the blade motions. Grain- 
of--wheat bulbs were InstaJILed at the 0.4~radius, 0.7+radius, and 
O.g+radius stations on the leading and trailing edges of one of the 
blades. A motor-driven 3~llImeter motion-picture camera, mounted on 
the rotor hub and rotating with it, recorded the blade motions. A photo- 
graph of this setup is shown in figure 3. The camera on the rotor hub 
also photographed lights located on the test chamber wall at known azimuth 
angles; namely, the 260°, 270°, and the 280° azimuth positions for the 
rotor-shaft axis perpendicular to the tunnel axis. The use of three sets 
of lights at loo intervals assured that at least one set would be photo- 
graphed during each revolution for the field of view of the lens, the 
camera speed, and the rotor speeds used in these tests. The azimuth 
angles for frames which did not photograph the wall lights (about 8 or 
9 frames per revolution) were found by assuming that the rotor speed and 
cemera speed were constant during the revolution. It is believed that, 
with this system of recordkg the blade motions, the azimuth angles were 
determined within L5', the flapping angles within LO.l5', and the pitch 
angles tithin k0.30°.- L 

The tests were conducted under conditions corresponding to trim 
(zero moment) about a representative centeMf-gravity location, which 
in this case was taken to be on the shaft axis and 47 3 inches below the 

flapping hinge. All records of the blade motions were taken simulta- 
neously with the force-test data. The measurements were made at several. 
rotor speeds, tip-speed ratios, and rotor-shaft-angle settings. 

As a result of vibration difficulties (described in reference 1) 
the maximum rotor speed for the data presented in this paper is 280 qm. 
The data obtained at the reduced rotor speeds correspond, in effect, to 
those of a rotor tested at about two-thirds of full scale. The lowest 
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tip-speed ratio, determined by the minimum value of steady air-stream 
velocity in the wind tunnel, was about 0.11 for the rotor speeds 
attainable; the maximum value was about 0.23. 

RIBKLTS AND DISCUSSION 

Measured Results 

The flapping and pitch angles measured with respect-to a plane per- 
pendicular to the shaft axis were first plotted against azimuth angle for 
each test condition. Figure 4 shows a typical plot of this form for one 
value of tipspeed ratio, rotor shaft-angle setting, and mean pitch angle. 
The harmonic coefficients of these curves were obtained by means of 
12-point harmonic analyses and the variations of these coefficients with 
mean pitch angle, tip-speed ratio, and rotoHhaft-an& 8 setting are 
presented. Only the motion of the O.~radius station is given. The 
blade twist was checked for a few of-the higher M-peed ratio condi- 
tions but, within the accuracy of the pitch-e measurements, no ttist 
was found and the motion of the 0.75radius station is considered to be 
typical of the entire blade. 

In addition.to the measured blade motions, the coefficients of the 
equivalent flapping measured with respect to the plane perpendicular to 
the zero feathering exis are presented. Locke (reference 4) showed, by 
referring the blade motion to the plane of the blade tips, that the 
flapping rotor with no cyclic pitch is identical to a feathering or 
nonflapping rotor, having the axis of rotation inclined at-an angle al 
to the shaft axis of the flapping rotor. This analysis can be extended 
to rotors which have various combinations of flapping and feathering and 
such rotors ten be regarded as either equivalent nonfeathering or non- 
flapping rotors. Inasmuch as existing rotor theory has been developed 
in general for a nonfeathering rotor, it-is convenient to view the rotor 
tested as such by converting the feathering into flap&g and by co= 
sidering the equivalent flapping motion measured with respect to the 
plane perpendicular to the zero feathering axis. For the rotor in which 
the feathering is a simple harmonic function of azimuth angle and the 
blade motions about- the shaft axis are approximated by the expressions 
listed in the symbols, the conversion formulas are as follows: 

. . 

al = ale -Rl, 

bl = bl, + Als 

a = as + B1, 
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The coning angle ag, and the second harmonics of the flapping angles a2s 

and b28 remain unchanged. 

The presentation of the blade-motion coefficients follows essentially 
along the same lines as that of the forcetest parameters in reference 1. 
The coefficients of the equivalent flapping as well as the measured blade 
motion were first plotted against the mean pitch angle for different tip- 
speed ratios at fixed rotor shaft-angle settings. 3?&U.3?8S 5 to 7 show 
these coefficients plotted in this mer for a sample rotor ahaft-es@;le 
setting of -5.5’ and give an.indication of the scatter in the data. 
Although the second harmonics of th8 feathering were computed from the 
U-point harmonic analyses, their magnitudes were less than the accuracy 
and, consequently, they have been omitted. 

From the plots of the bladstion coefficients against Ao, cross 
plots were made to obtain the variation of these coefficients with p 
for fixed velues of & and asT; these variations are presented in 
figure 8 for the sample rotor-shaft+ngl.e setting of -5.5’. The second 
harmonics of the IIlsasured flapping motions are Independent of tip-speed 
ratio and of rotor s we setting within the accuracy of these 
tests and, consequently, were not cross-plotted. 

In figures 9 to ll the param8ters AO snd asT &ve been replaced 
with the more significant parameters (D/L) u and CT. The blade-motion 
coefficients in these charts have b88n plotted against (D/L), for 

' thrust COaffiCi8ntS of 0.00268, 0.00364, and 0.00446 which, in the case 
of the Pp-2 rotor, correspond to disk loadings of 1.50, 2.04, and 2.50, 
respectively, and are given for five values of P ranging from 0.12 
to 0.20. With the charts of figures 9 to ll the blade motion of a rotor 
can be estimated directly for th8 range of conditions represented in the 
charts if only CT and (D/L)u are tiown. 

These charts, which show the blade-motion coefficients as functions 
of (D/L),, were obtained by determining the values of AO ad (D/L), 
corresponding to each combination of CT, CL, and a q from figure 13 
of reference 1. The values of the blade-motion coefficients COrr8Sponding 
to th8S8 values of A0 were then obtained from charts similar to those 
of figure 8, which cover the range of shaft angles for the desired values 
Of CT, PJ sd %9-J, snd the blade-motion coefficients were plotted 
w+st (D/L),. Because of the scatter in the data and the.limdted 
number of rotor+haft+n&e settings at which data were available, 
straight lines were faired through all the values thus obtained. 

These charts show that relatively large errors in determining (D/L), 
will result in only secondary errors In the determination of the flapping 
snd feathering coefficients within the range of these tests ((D/L), 
between 0.04 and 0.2). 
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For direct application to the FV4 helicopt8r, a further set of 
curves is presented in figure 12 in which (D/L)u has been assumed to 
correspond at every point to level unaccelerated fligheof a helicopter 
having an equivalent flat3plate area f of 7 square feet (the value 
assumed in reference .l). The variations of the measured blade+notlon 
coefficients with timpeed ratio are shown in this figure for the three 
values of thrust coefficient chosen. The variations with tip-speed ratio 
of the equivalent flapping coefficients are given in figure 13 for the 
same thrust coefficients. For CT = 0.00446 the coefficients were 
obtained by extrapolating the curves to very small positive values 
of (D/L),. The variations of the first harmonics of the flapping and 
feathering motions with thrust coefficient are given in figures 14 and 15 
for two Vek4eS of timpeed ratio. 

Figures 12 to 15 show that the measured flapping is small, less 
than lo, for the rotor that is feathered to trim about a point below the 
rotor head and on the axis of rotation. The lat8ral flapping bls is 
very mall and increases with CT, but is practically independent of CL; 
the longitudinal flapping al, increases almost-linearly with IJ and 
is essentially independent of CT. The coning angle ag, Varies only 
slightly with p, but increases with CT since the ratio of blade 
thrust to blade centrifugal force increases. The S8COnd harmonics of 
the flapping motion, in all cases, are very small, being less than 0.25'. 

Both components of feathering, or cyclic pitch,required to trim the 
rotor about a typical center-of-gravity location increase in magnitude 
with CL and CT. Consequently, in order to change the forward speed of 
a machine equipped with ;thia rotur and operating at constant thrust coef- 
ficient and rot-or speed, lateral as well as longitudinal control must be 
applied. 

Comparison with Theory 

Also included in figures 12 to 15 ar8 the theoretical flapping coef- 
ficients as calculated by the method of reference 2 for a nonfeathering , 
rotor having the following characteristics: 

fs = 0.0605 I 
a = 5.56 per radian 

7 = 10.16 
Mw = 95.8 pound-feet 

11 = -25.14 slug-f eet2 

n = 28.25 radians per second 

B = 0.97 
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The theoretical and experimental second harmonics, aB shown in 
figure 12, are amall and the agreement is reasonable. Whereas the pre- 
dicted value of a2s is slightly lower than the experimental value 
obtained in these tests, the difference is within the accuracy with 
which the feathering coefficients could be determined and the second 
harmonics of feathering would be expected to modify the second harmonic 
flapping. 

The coning angle &o and the longitudinal component of the flapping 
about the zero feathering axis al are predicted to an accuracy of 
about 0.5' by the method of reference 2. In both case8 th8 theoretical 
values are somewhat higher than the experimental values, the difference 
between the theoretical and experimental coning an&es being the larger. 
This difference can also be seen in figure 16 in which the theoretical 
and experimental coefficients of the flapping about the zero feathering 
axis are plotted against the angle of attack of the zero feathering axis 
for CT = 0.00364 and CL = 0.18. It should be noted that the differences 
between the theoretical and experimental variations of the coefficients 
with angle of attack are within the accuracy of the measurements. The 
diff8reIX8 b8tw88n the coning engles indicates that either the radial 
position of the blade thrust is inboard of the value calculated from the 
theory of reference 2 or the tip loss8s are greater than assumed. 

The theoretical Value8 of the lateral component of the equivalent 
flapping bl are found to be about l.O" to 1.5' smaller than the values 
obtained in these tests. The theoretical and experimental variations 
of bl with CL ad CT, however, are in good agreement. It was shown 
in reference 5 that for the autogiro a similar difference exists between 
data: and theoretical predictions based on a uniform inflow over the entire 
rotor disk and that the calculated value of bl is critically dependent 
upon'the longitudinal~variation of the induced velocity. In addition, 
it wa8 &own in reference 5 that, if there is added to the originally 
assumed uniform induced velocity v an additional velocity vl of the 
form 

(1) 

where K is the ratio of ~1 to v when J# = 0’ and r = R, 80 that 
the total induced velocity becomes 

V’=VCP1 (2) 
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then the change in bl can be written as 

Abl = 2(g?--+ &2)( ,2 + X2)l/2 
(3) 

In reference 5, however, no means was given for calculating the 
factor K. In reference 3 the induced velocity is calculated for a 
rotor by assuming a simplified vortex.system in the wake of the rotor. 
An approximation to the exact solution was taken in reference 3 to be of 
the form of equations (1) and (2). 

..- 

By use of the values of K determined in this manner, the value 
of Abl was found. The values of bl obtained from this nonuniform 
inflow theory are plotted in figures 13 and 15; the agreement with the 
data is closer than that obtained with the uniform+inflow-theory calcula- 
tions. The calculated change in bl, however,. is of sufficient magnitude 
to account for slightly less than half the difference between the data 
and the constant inflow calculations, which suggests that the longitudinal 
variation of the inflow through the rotor tested was larger than that 
calculated by either method. 

A study, based on the methods and results of references 6 and 7, was 
made to estimate the effects of the longitudinal variation of jetSboundary 
corrections on the blade motion of the rotor. This analysis indicated 
that while some longitudinal variation of the induced velocities due to 
the jet existed, the magnitude. of this variation was too small to account 
for any significant part of the differences between the experimental 
values of bl end the values calculated by using the linear nonuniform 
inflow obtained from reference 3. The difference between the data and 
the nonuniform theory is probably due to the simplifying assumptions 
made in reference 3. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The flapping and feathering motions of the O.T>radius station have 
been obtained experimentally for the W-2 helicopter rotor over a range. 
of forwsrd-flight conditions with the rotor trimmed about a representative 
centemfqavity location. The results have been presented in a co> 
venient set of charts fromwhich the blade motions of such a rotor can 
be obtained. These results indicate the following: 

1. The magnitude of the measured flapping motion is small, less 
than lo, for a rotor that is trimmed about a point on the -shaft and 
below the rotor head. The second harmonics of the flapping motion are 
very small, less than 0.25O, which is in accord with the theoretical 
predictions. 

. 
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2. Both the lateral and longitudinal components of the feathering 
required to-trim the rotor,increase in magnitude with tip-speed ratio 

I and thrust coefficient. 

‘3. Relatively large errors in determining useful draelift 
ratio (D/I& resulted in only secondary errors in the determination 
of the blade+notion coefficients tithin.the range of these tests 
((D& between 0.04 and 0.2). 

4. The theory based on the assumption of uniform inflow velocity 
across the rotor disk predicts the coning angle &o and the longitudinal 
component of the equivalent flapping al to an accuracy of about 0.5'. 

5. Theoretical calculations, based on the assumption of uniform 
inflow, are found to be approximately l.O" to 1.5O smaller than the 
experimental values of the lateral component of equivalent flapping bl. 
The theoretical and experImenta variations of bl with tipspeed ratio 
and thrust coefficient, however, are in good agreement. The use of an 
inflow that increases linearly from the front to the rear of the rotor 
accounts for approximately one-half the difference between the data and . 
the values obtained by the uniforu+inflow theory. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory CommIttee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Pa., September 2, 1947 
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Figure 2.- General tiew of PV-2 helicopter rotor mounted b Laagley full-scale tunnel. 
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Figure 3.- Camera mounted on rotor hub. 
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Figure 4.- Sample variation of measured flappikg and pitch angles with 
azimuth angle for the 0.75-radius statiop. PV-2 helicopter rotor; 
P = 0.187; us 

T 
= -5.5O; AC = 8.4’; rotor speed, approximately 

S 
270 rpm. 
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Figure 5.- 

(a) Coning angle, a0 . 
S * 

Variation of measured flapping coefficients with mean 
pitch angle for several values of tip-speed ratio. PV-2 helicopter 
rotor; as 

T 
= -5.50. r 
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Mean ;~fch 0$/e, A,, ci$ 
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(b) First-harmonic cosine coefficient, al . 
S 

(c) First-harmonic sine coefficient, bl . 

Mean p&h ar@e, A, ,dey 

(d) Second-harmonic cosine and sine coefficienk, a2 and 
s 

b2 . 
S 

Figure 5. - Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- Variation of measured feathering coefficients with 
mean pitch angle for several values of tip-speed ratio. 
PV-2 helicopter rotor; us 

T 
= -5.5’. 
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(a) First-harmonic cosine Coefficient, 81. 
,k Rotor speed @pm1 

a 
- a/f4 278 
&-------s1./~ 
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- -----a./87 

3 

Mecrn pi&h un@/e, A0 , deg 

(b) First-harmonic sine coefficient, bl. 

Figure 7.- Variation of equivalent flapping coefficients with mean 
pitch angle for several values of tip-speed ratio. PV-2 helicopter 
rotor; as = -5.50. 

T 
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(a) Coning angle, a0 . 
S 

Figure 8.- Variation of blade -motion coefficients with tip -speed ratio 
for different values of mean pitch angle. PV-2 helicopter rotor; 
rotor speed, approximately 270 rmp; as = -5.5O. 
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(b) Measured flapping coefficients, al and bl . 
S S 

Figure 8. - Continued. 
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(c) Measured feathering coefficients, Al and 
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Figure 8. - Continued. 
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(d) Equivalent flapping coefficients, a1 and bl. 

- Figure 8. - Concluded. 
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(a) p = 0.12. (b) p = 0.14. (4 P = 0.16. 

Figure 9.- Measured flapping coefficients as functions of (D/I&. PV-2 hellcopter rotor. 
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(d) P = 0.18. 
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Figure 9.- Concluded. 



(a) p = 0.12. (b) P = 0.14. (4 P = 0.16. 

l?tglme lO.- Measured feathering coefficients as function of (Da. PV-2 helicopter rotor. z ~ 
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(d) P = 0.18. 

Fi@;ure10.- concluded. 



(a) p = 0.12. @I fl= 0.14. (c) P = 0.16. 

F’igure ll.- Fqdvalent flapping coefficients aa function of (D/I&. PV-2 helicopter rotor. 



(d) IA = 0.18. 

Figure ll.- concluded. 

(e) u = 0.20. 
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Figure 12. - Blade-motion coefficients as functions of Q-speed ratio. 
PV-2 helicopter rotor; f = 7 square feet. 
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Figure 12.- Continued. 
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figure 12.- Concluded. 
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Figure 13.- Equivalent flapping coefficients as functions of tip-speed 
ratio. PV-2 helicopter rotor; f = 7 square feet. 
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Figure l4.- Variation of blade-motion coefficients with thrust 
coefficient. PV-2 helicopter rotor; f = 7 square feet. 
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Figure 15.- Variation of equivalent flapping coefficients with thrust 
coefficient. PV-2 helicopter rotor; f = 7 square feet. 
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Figure 16.- Equivalent flapping coefficients as functions of rotor angle of attack, 
PV-2 helicopter rotor; CT = 0.00364; p = 0.18. 
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